PARKS ON THE AIR &
PORTABLE OPERATING
Karl Heinz Kremer - K5KHK

WHO AM I AND WHY SHOULD
YOU LISTEN TO ME?
➤

Licensed in ’94 but then
took a long break until
2017

➤

Discovered Parks on the
Air when first coming
across a SOTA QSO

➤

Have activated 60+ parks

➤

Have chased 600+ parks

➤

I am the New York State
mapping coordinator for
POTA

TODAY’S AGENDA
➤

What is POTA

➤

How to “chase”

➤

How to “activate”

➤

Operating portable

➤

Gear and stuﬀ

WHY ANOTHER
“… ON THE AIR”?

PARKS ON THE AIR - POTA - THE OFFICIAL STATEMENT
➤

POTA is a 501(c)3 radiosport program that encourages
portable operations from state, provincial and nationally
managed public lands.

➤

POTA has a large set of references or entities or “parks” and a
short set of rules. The program welcomes you to join as an
activator, chaser or both!

WHO IS POTA?
➤

POTA started as a small group of USA based dedicated
volunteers who created the rules, infrastructure and database.
POTA then acquired volunteers to coordinate the call areas
and social media

➤

POTA is over 3300 registered users from all over the world
and growing every day

➤

In addition to the US, the program is active in Australia,
Canada, Costa Rica, England, France, Indonesia, Italy,
Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Singapore, South Korea and
Wales

ENTITIES PER COUNTRY
Country
Australia (VK)
Canada (VE)
Costa Rica (TI)
England (G)
France (F)
Indonesia (YB)
Italy (I)
Malaysia (9M)
Mexico (XE)
New Zealand (ZL)
Singapore (9V)
South Korea (HL)
USA (K)
Wales (GW)

Number of Parks
2215
4940
24
509
2465
76
1438
142
33
68
66
51
5632
103

US PARKS BY STATE
State

En''es

State

En''es

State

En''es

AL

88

KY

112

ND

40

AK

58

LA

100

OH

113

AZ

62

ME

50

OK

54

AR

75

MD

83

OR

107

CA

365

MA

147

PA

173

CO

82

MI

132

RI

24

CT

93

MN

152

SC

104

DE

25

MS

49

SD

26

DC

28

MO

118

TN

139

FL

251

MT

98

TX

142

GA

137

NE

92

UT

63

HI

39

NV

47

VT

102

ID

85

NH

174

VA

133

IL

139

NJ

56

WA

195

IN

108

NM

70

WV

52

IA

76

NY

634

WI

185

KS

41

NC

100

WY

34
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Our neck of the woods…
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TWO WAYS TO PARTICIPATE
➤

There are two ways to participate in the program:

➤

An “Activator” goes out and operates from a park. The goal is
to have at least 10 QSOs from the park within one UTC - or
Zulu - day

➤

A “Hunter” or “Chaser” tries to find an activator on the ham
radio bands and “work” the park

HOW TO JOIN THE POTA FUN?
➤

Create an account on
https://parksontheair.com

➤

Pick a way to log in either via username/
password or one of the
supported account types
(Amazon, Google,
Facebook)

➤

Passwords are not stored
on the site if you use one
of the social account types

HOW TO HUNT?
➤

Find a POTA activator on the dial and have a QSO

➤

… done.

➤

You don’t have to log anything, you don’t have to sign up for
an account, you don’t even have to know that you are hunting
a park.

➤

… OK, but I want credit …

HOW TO HUNT - AND MAKE IT COUNT
➤

Sign up for an account

➤

Have a QSO with an activator in a park

➤

Repeat

➤

Still no need to log, but now your park contacts count
towards awards

AWARDS‽‽‽

HUNTER AWARDS
➤

The POTA program oﬀers a number of awards as an incentive
to chase activators in parks. Without hunters, life would be
pretty boring for activators

➤

You earn your first award after working ten diﬀerent park
references

➤

Awards are issued for 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 200, 300,
400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000,
3500, 4000 and 4500 diﬀerent parks

➤

… there is more!

OTHER HUNTER AWARDS
➤

Late Shift Awards - have 50 QSOs with parks between 0:00Z and 12:00Z

➤

All States Awards - work at least one park in all 50 states

➤

Worked all References Awards - work all available parks in a certain state

➤

Operator to Operator Awards - having 50 QSOs as a hunter with the same
activator

➤

Six Meter 6 Pack Award - at least one QSO from 6 diﬀerent entities on 6m

➤

James F. LaPorta N1CC Awards - Have QSOs with 10 diﬀerent entities on 10
diﬀerent bands (that’s 100 QSOs).

➤

New Year Awards - Activating or chasing a park in the first week of the new year.

➤

Support your Parks Awards - participate in the quarterly “Support your Parks”
operating event
There usually are other levels beyond the initial award level

https://parksontheair.com/pota-awards/

WHY WOULD YOU ENJOY HUNTING POTA ACTIVATORS?
➤

You are helping another amateur to reach their goals

➤

It’s an easy, short contact - great for new HF operators

➤

Enjoy the comprehensive stats and awards POTA provides

➤

It requires no log submissions

➤

It makes you a better operator and keeps your skills sharp

➤

You will make friends from all over world

➤

You can hunt as much or as little as you want, you do not even
have to register to play

➤

You can help the activators by spotting them or relaying things
like “you have a Park to Park calling”

I WANT SOME OF THESE AWARDS, SO HOW DO I DO IT?
➤

Spin the dial and listen for “CQ POTA” calls

➤

Use the POTA “spotter” to find currently active parks https://pota.us

➤

Watch the POTA Facebook page for park activations

➤

Search through DX clusters
… and repeat and repeat and repeat …

TIPS FOR HUNTING
➤

Check the POTA Scheduler for any planned activations

➤

Follow social media for pop-up activations

➤

Watch the POTA spotter at https://pota.us

➤

Sign up for Slack to receive instant POTA spots on your phone
or desktop

➤

Use phonetics or QRS if necessary

➤

Observe the DX Code of Conduct

➤

Spot to the POTA spotter or, if you prefer to a cluster with an
appropriate comment - for example “POTA K-2001”

https://pota.us

ACTIVATOR AWARDS
➤

Just like with the hunter awards, the activator awards are
awarded at certain numbers of activated parks

➤

There are some awards just for activators:
➤

Park to Park QSOs - contact another activator from your
park activation

➤

Kilo Award - have 1000 QSOs from the same park

➤

Rapid Deployment (RaDAR) - “Rapid Deployment
Amateur Radio” adds movement to portable operating. A
RaDAR transition is moving the prescribed distance from
your portable deployment after making five or more
contacts

ACTIVATING A PARK
You need:
➤

Amateur radio license

➤

Any radio

➤

Any portable antenna

➤

Portable power or access to AC power

➤

Any logger that will export an ADIF

➤

A desire to have fun

The activator and all equipment have to be within the park
boundaries

HOW DO I ACTIVATE A POTA REFERENCE?
➤

Make 10 simplex QSOs on one UTC day while inside the
boundaries of the park on any band your privileges permit

➤

POTA recommends operating in the General portions of the
bands but has no specific calling frequencies

➤

There is no specific exchange besides the call sign, but it is
common to ask for signal report and state

➤

Log the date, time, band and mode in any logger that will
export to ADIF. Submit this ADIF to your call area
coordinator along with your call and POTA park number

➤

My area coordinator suggested this file name format:
K5KHK@K-2001-MMDDYYYY.adi

MORE STUFF TO CONSIDER BEFORE YOU GO OUT TO A PARK
➤

What counts as a park? Only references listed on the POTA
web site!

➤

Start out with chasing parks and learn how activators are
running their activations and handling pileups

➤

Use a rhythm for your QSOs so that chasers know what to
expect

➤

Research the parks you want to activate by going e.g. to the
NYS Department of Environmental Conservation or NYS
Oﬃce of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation web site

MODES AND FREQUENCIES
➤

You can activate on any frequency and mode that is allowed by your
license class with one exception: No repeaters

➤

Anything else is allowed:
➤

SSB

➤

CW

➤

AM

➤

FM simplex

➤

Digital

➤

Satellite

➤

SSTV

➤

…

HOW TO CALL CQ
There is no need to call “CQ POTA”, but it helps to get some
attention.
Phone
➤

“CQ Parks on the Air CQ POTA”

➤

“This is K5KHK activating Park K-2001”

➤

If you have a cell phone network connection, use the POTA spotter at
pota.us

CW
➤

Schedule an activation and the CW Reverse Beacon Network (RBN) can
pick up your signal and you’ll be automatically spotted!

➤

To get spotted by the RBN, repeat your callsign twice like “CQ POTA
K5KHK K5KHK K2001 K”

WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO ACTIVATE A PARK?
Or, to rephrase this question, why would you want to work
portable?
➤

Typically a lower noise floor and very often beautiful views and
opportunities for wildlife watching.

➤

Every activation has diﬀerent challenges: terrain, space
constraints, weather, accessibility.

➤

It’s an opportunity to perfect your portable radio kit, always
evolving it to suit your operating style.

➤

It makes you a better operator and keeps your skills sharp.

➤

You will make friends all over the world

➤

You become the DX!

ParksOnTheAir.com
Web Site

ParksOnTheAir.com
Dashboard

“

“So, what radio, antenna and battery
do I need?”

Almost every new activator

EQUIPMENT - THE RADIO
➤

Chances are that the radio you already have will work for a
POTA activation

➤

When you watch YouTube videos of activations, you see pretty
much any type of radio from QRP to an ICOM 7300

➤

Use what you are comfortable with

➤

A smaller radio will usually allow for a faster setup

➤

QRP does work, but it’s not something I would recommend
for your first activation (unless you are a seasoned QRP
operator)

EQUIPMENT - MY RADIOS
➤

My “normal” POTA radio is a Yaesu FT-857D

➤

My “travel” POTA radio is an Elecraft KX2 with ATU

➤

I’ve also used home-brewed QRP radios (BitX40 and
Slopbucket 20)

EQUIPMENT - THE ANTENNA
➤

Sometimes your antenna choice will be limited by site
restrictions: Nothing in trees, no digging up the ground for
stakes, no attaching to buildings, …

➤

When in doubt, ask for permission

➤

I recommend antennas that are self-contained

➤

Any antenna is a compromise

➤

Your radio and antenna will always get a signal out to
somewhere, the question just is if there is somebody there to
listen and respond to you.

EQUIPMENT - MY ANTENNAS
➤

I’ve used a number of diﬀerent antennas for park activations.

➤

My current favorites are the following:
➤

Wolf River Coil with 213” whip - this is my “normal”
antenna. It’s easy and fast to setup and take down.

➤

Ham sticks for 20 and 40m on the car with a mag mount these are my bad weather antennas, or when there is not
enough space to put out all the radials for the WRC. I
usually use one radial or counterpoise with these.

➤

SOTABEAMS Bandspringer Midi - this is my “travel”
antenna, with a 6m telescopic mast that fits into a carry-on
suitcase.

EQUIPMENT - POWER
➤

The POTA program does not restrict what kind of power you
can use

➤

Use mains power when available (e.g. at camp ground, or in a
shelter or lodge)

➤

Use the car to power your radio

➤

Use a battery

➤

Support your battery with solar panels and a charge controller

➤

It comes down to a compromise again: How much weight are
you willing to carry vs. how much power do you need

➤

Monitor your battery!

EQUIPMENT - MY POWER SOURCES
➤

Bioenno Lithium Iron batteries. A 12AH for my normal
activations, running the FT-857D and a 4.5AH for the KX2

➤

12AH SLA with a 20W solar panel and a solar charge
controller for sunny days

➤

In a pinch, I have a cigarette lighter plug PowerPole adapter so
that I can at least run my radios in low power mode.

➤

PowerWerx Watt meter to monitor battery use.

➤

Multi-chemistry battery charger that I can run in the car

EQUIPMENT - OTHER “STUFF”
➤

Make a checklist for all the stuﬀ you need for your activation besides
your radio, antenna and power

➤

Cables and Adapters

➤

Antenna analyzer

➤

Logbook - paper or computer? Don’t forget a spare pen if you are
logging on paper.

➤

Para-cord, duct tape and cable ties, pocket tool, screw drivers, flash
light, …

➤

Spare Fuses

➤

Operating table and chair

➤

Duplicates of everything (I am only partially kidding)

HOW TO OPERATE?
➤

Mobile
➤

➤

Mobile/stationary
➤

➤

Car with built-in radio and
antenna
Car with an antenna that
needs to be put up for
operating

Portable
➤

Independent of car (or,
sitting in the car with your
portable equipment on the
passenger or the rear seat)

MORE REASONS PEOPLE ENJOY POTA
➤

POTA is accessible. There are references near most populated
areas, and many you can drive right in.

➤

Activators can run rapid-deployment contest-style activations
or rag-chew from a favorite campground all weekend.

➤

POTA accepts logs from any time, even from before the POTA
program got stated. If you chased NPOTA you may already
have confirmed contacts.

➤

The POTA stats pages and maps are under continuous
development with many more features planned.

➤

All modes are welcome.

ENOUGH WITH THE THEORY, HOW DOES IT WORK?
Here is a sample POTA QSO:
➤

CQ CQ CQ POTA this is K5KHK activating K-2001, standing
by

➤

K2JD

➤

K2JD, you are 59 into K-2001 - QSL?

➤

QSL! You are 55 into Western NY - QSL?

➤

QSL! Thanks for the contact and 73

➤

Thanks for the activation, have fun out there and 73

➤

QRZ?

LOGGING
➤

Log on paper or electronically
in the park

➤

Prepare ADIF file for
submission to regional
coordinator (based on your call
sign, not on where the park is)

➤

Submit to regional coordinator
with appropriate file name

➤

Only the activator submits a
log. Chasers get credit
automatically

➤

Submit the log even if the
activation was not successful

MULTI-OPERATOR ACTIVATIONS
➤

POTA can be a team sport

➤

Two or more activators can be in the same park at the same
time

➤

Diﬀerent approaches:
➤

Every activator is on a diﬀerent band

➤

Two activators hand the microphone back and forth

➤

Every activator gets for example a 20 minute turn

WHAT CAN SPOIL THE FUN?
➤

Sun - bring sun screen, bring water
and a snack (or a picnic)

➤

Bugs - bring bug spray

➤

Bears, coyotes, alligators, … - be aware
of your surroundings

➤

Weather - be prepared to pack up
quickly

➤

Park Rangers - be friendly, and explain
what you are doing. We are not
“broadcasting”!

➤

Contests - just run with it

➤

QRM - try to find a spot away from
power lines and obvious sources for
RF (other antennas)

➤

Park fees - get an Empire Pass

WHILE YOU ARE IN A PARK…
➤

Bring your family and have a picnic, they may find what you
are doing boring but there are other things to do in state and
national parks

➤

Take advantage of your surroundings, and enjoy the view

➤

Pick up a geocache or two - this is an excellent way to fill in
your map grids or your counties

➤

Pick up a piece of trash and leave the
place in a better shape

➤

Educate others about what you are
doing and maybe recruit a new ham

AND ONE MORE BENEFIT
➤

Uninterrupted crafting time for your spouse!

RESOURCES
➤

https://parksontheair.com

➤

https://pota.us

➤

POTA Facebook page

➤

POTA Slack channel

➤

A number of YouTube channels with information about POTA
and portable activation, for example K8MRD (https://
www.youtube.com/channel/UCjETc3psT6i7B5z6S1Y3ojQ)

➤

About logging: http://www.khk.net/wordpress/2020/01/02/
logging-for-pota/

➤

POTA Activator Guide: https://stats.parksontheair.com/info/
activator_guide.pdf

THE BANDS ARE DEAD?
Aaron - N5PWD

POTA is like magic
you think the
Bands are dead
then you call CQ
POTA and all of a
sudden the bands
open up

THANKS …
… to Julie Martin K8VOX - I
borrowed heavily from her
Hamvention 2019 POTA
presentation, to Jason
Johnston W3AAX for
sending me new awards and
some up to date numbers
about the program and to
Susan for being the best
radial winder/un-winder in
the Great Lakes region.

